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    booktitle = { New trends in software methodologies, tools and techniques : [proceedings of the sixth SoMeT 07] / ed. by Hamido Fujita ... },
    publisher = { IOS Press },
    year = { 2007 },
    address = { Amsterdam [u.a.] },
    pages = { 305-314 },
}
```

**An empirical evaluation of refactoring**

Bibtex entry:

```bib
@article {WKK07,
    author = {Wilking, Dirk and Khan, Umar Farooq and Kowalewski, Stefan },
    title = {An empirical evaluation of refactoring},
    journal = {e-informatica : software engineering journal},
    publisher = {Oficyna Wydawn. Politechn.},
    pages = {29-44},
    volume = {1},
    number = {1},
    year = {2007},
    address = {Wroclaw},
    issn = {1897-7979},
    typ = {PUB:(DE-HGF)16},
    reportid = {RWTH-CONV-031477},
    cin = {120000 / 122810},
    url = {http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/153013},
}
```


**An evaluation of two recent reachability analysis tools for hybrid systems**
Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings { BK06,
author = { Ben Makhlouf, Ibtissem and Kowalewski, Stefan },
title = { An evaluation of two recent reachability analysis tools for hybrid systems },
booktitle = { Preprints / ADHS '06, 2nd IFAC Conference on Analysis and Design of Hybrid Systems : Alghero, Italy, June 7 - 9, 2006 / IFAC, International Federation of Automatic Control; DIEE, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Elettrica ed Elettronica, Università di Cagliari. Ed.: C. G. Cassandras ... },
pages = { 377-382 },
year = { 2006 },
address = { Alghero },
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
reportid = { RWTH-CONV-188518 },
cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
url = { http://www.ifac-papersonline.net/cgi-bin/links/page.cgi?g=Detailed/30190.html;d=1 },
}

[Klu06]

PDFBIB


An approach to resolving contradictions in software architecture design

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings { Klu06,
author = { Klünder, Daniel },
title = { An approach to resolving contradictions in software architecture design },
booktitle = { Perspectives in software architecture quality : short papers of the 2nd International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures (QoSA 2006), June 27 - 29, 2006, Västeras, Sweden / Hrsg.: Christine Hofmeister ... Universität Karlsruhe, Fakultät für Informatik },
publisher = { Univ., Fak. für Informatik, Bibliothek },
series = { Interner Bericht / Universität Karlsruhe, },

TRIZ for Software Architecture

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings { Klu06a,
    author = { Kl{"u}nder, Daniel },
    title = { TRIZ for Software Architecture },
    booktitle = { ETRIA TRIZ future 06: proceedings of the ETRIA TRIZ Future Conference 2006; creativity, quality and efficiency building an innovation culture; held in Kortrijk, Belgium, October 9th - 11th, 2006 / ETRIA; CREAX; Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. Ed.: Joost R. Duflou .... - Vol. 1-2 },
    publisher = { CREAX },
    year = { 2006 },
    address = { Leper, Belgium },
    typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
    reportid = { RWTH-CONV-183687 },
    cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
    url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/111738 },
}

An approach to resolving contradictions in software architecture design

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings {Klu06b,
    author = {Kl{"u}nder, Daniel},
    title = {An approach to resolving contradictions in software architecture design},
    booktitle = {Perspectives in software architecture quality : short papers of the 2nd International Conference on the Quality of Software Architectures (QoSA 2006), June 27 - 29, 2006, V{"a}steras, Sweden / Hrsg.: Christine Hofmeister ... Universit{"a}t Karlsruhe, Fakult{"a}t f{"u}r Informatik },
    publisher = { Univ., Fak. f{"u}r Informatik, Bibliothek },
    pages = { 59-63 },
    series = { Interner Bericht / Universit{"a}t Karlsruhe, Fakult{"a}t f{"u}r Informatik },
    year = { 2006 },
    address = { Karlsruhe },
    typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
    reportid = { RWTH-CONV-188519 },
    cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
    url = { http://www.ubka.uni-karlsruhe.de/cgi-bin/psview?document=ira/2006/10 },
}

[MK06]


Coping with the Variability of Hybrid Models for Automotive Software

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings {MK06,
    author = {Mitsching, Ralf and Kowalewski, Stefan},
    title = {Coping with the Variability of Hybrid Models for Automotive Software},
    booktitle = {Proceedings / HYCON & CEmACS Workshop on Automotive Systems and Control, Lund, June 1 2, 2006 },
    publisher = { University Lund, Dept. Automatic Control },
}
Eine Evaluationssuite zur schnellen Bewertung von Matlab/Simulink-Modelcheckern

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings { PSK06,
  author = { Palczynski, Jacob and Schlich, Bastian and Kowalewski, Stefan },
  title = { Eine Evaluationssuite zur schnellen Bewertung von Matlab/Simulink-Modelcheckern },
  publisher = { Ges. f"{u}r Informatik },
  pages = { 751-755 },
  series = { GI-Edition : Proceedings },
  year = { 2006 },
  address = { Bonn },
  typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
  reportid = { RWTH-CONV-183701 },
  cin = { 120000 / 122810 },
  url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/111754 },
}
Exploring the differences of FPGAs and microcontrollers for their use in safety-critical embedded applications

Bibtex entry :

@inproceedings { SK06,
author = { Salewski, Falk and Kowalewski, Stefan },
title = { Exploring the differences of FPGAs and microcontrollers for their use in safety-critical embedded applications },
publisher = { IEEE Service Center },
year = { 2006 },
address = { Piscataway, NJ },
doi = { 10.1109/IES.2006.357483 },
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
reportid = { RWTH-CONV-185313 },
cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/113553 },
}

[SK06a] PDF


[mc]square: A model checker for microcontroller code

Bibtex entry :

@inproceedings { SK06a,
author = { Schlich, Bastian and Kowalewski, Stefan },
title = { [mc]square: A model checker for microcontroller code },
publisher = { IEEE Computer Society Press },
pages = { 466-473 },
year = { 2006 },
address = { Paphos, Cyprus },
doi = { 10.1109/ISoLA.2006.62 },
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
}
Model checking software for microcontrollers

Bibtex entry:

@techreport {SRW+06,
  author = {Schlich, Bastian and Rohrbach, Michael and Weber, Michael and Kowalewski, Stefan},
  title = {Model checking software for microcontrollers},
  pages = {33 Bl. : graph. Darst.},
  volume = {2006,11},
  number = {AIB-2006-11},
  series = {Aachener Informatik-Berichte},
  year = {2006},
  address = {Aachen},
  typ = {PUB:(DE-HGF)29},
  reportid = {RWTH-CONV-008343},
  cin = {122810 / 120000},
}

The effect of diverse hardware platforms on n-version programming in embedded systems: an empirical evaluation

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings {SWK06,
  author = {Salewski, Falk and Wilking, Dirk and Kowalewski, Stefan},
  title = {The effect of diverse hardware platforms on n-version programming in embedded systems: an empirical evaluation},
  booktitle = {Proc. 3rd Workshop on Dependable Embedded Systems: the workshop was held on October 1st, 2006 at the University of Leeds; Final Proceedings - November 16th / Ed. by Raimund Kirner ....},
  year = {2006},
  address = {Vienna, Vienna University of Technology: Technical Report, University of Technology, Real-Time Systems Group, pp. 61-66.},
}


The effect of diverse hardware platforms on n-version programming in embedded systems: an empirical evaluation


Architekturen für die Funktionsintegration

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings {BCK+05,  
author = {Bollig, Alexander and Chevalier, Wolf and Kowalewski, Stefan and Florissen, G.},  
title = {Architekturen für die Funktionsintegration},  
publisher = {Expert-Verl.},  
year = {2005},  
address = {Renningen},  
}
Architekturen für die Funktionsintegration

@inproceedings { BKC+05,
    author = { Bollig, Alexander and Kowalewski, Stefan and Chevalier, Wolf 
        and Florissen, G. },
    title = { Architekturen für die Funktionsintegration },
    booktitle = { 14. Aachener Kolloquium Fahrzeug- und Motorentechnik 
        Automobile and Engine Technology / [Hrsg.: VKA, Lehrstuhl für 
        Verbrennungskraftmaschinen Aachen ...] Wiss. Leitung: 
        Stefan Pischinger .... - Bd. 1. 05. Oktober 2005, Aachen, 2005, 
        ika, pp. 551-562 },
    publisher = { ika },
    pages = { 551-562 },
    year = { 2005 },
    address = { Aachen },
    typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
    reportid = { RWTH-CONV-182116 },
    cin = { 416610 / 122810 },
    url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/110043 },
}

Supporting empathy in online learning with artificial expressions

@article { LKT05,
    author = { Lyons, Michael J. and Klünder, Daniel and Tetsutani, Nobuji },
    title = { Supporting empathy in online learning with artificial 
        expressions },

Zuverlässigkeitssysteme für Eingebettete Systeme

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings{SK05,
  author = {Salewski, Falk and Kowalewski, Stefan},
  title = {Zuverlässigkeitsmechanismen für Eingebettete Systeme},
  publisher = {Shaker},
  pages = {39-51},
  series = {Ada-Deutschland-Tagung ...},
  year = {2005},
  address = {Aachen},
  typ = {PUB:(DE-HGF)8},
  reportid = {RWTH-CONV-182396},
  cin = {122810 / 120000},
  url = {http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/110357},
}

[SK05a]

Zuverlässigkeitssysteme für Eingebettete Systeme:

Kurzfassung des Vortrags vom Workshop Zuverlässigkeit in eingebetteten Systemen,
Zuverlässigkeitsmechanismen für Eingebettete Systeme: Kurzfassung des Vortrags vom Workshop Zuverlässigkeit in eingebetteten Systemen

Bibtex entry:

@article { SK05a,
  author = { Salewski, Falk and Kowalewski, Stefan },
  title = { Zuverlässigkeit für Eingebettete Systeme: Kurzfassung des Vortrags vom Workshop Zuverlässigkeit in eingebetteten Systemen },
  journal = { Softwaretechnik-Trends },
  publisher = { Köllen },
  volume = { 25 },
  number = { 4 },
  year = { 2005 },
  address = { Bonn },
  issn = { 0720-8928 },
  typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)16 },
  reportid = { RWTH-CONV-029262 },
  cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
  url = { http://pi.informatik.uni-siegen.de/stt/25_4/01_Fachgruppenberichte/Ada/03_Salewski_Kowalewski.pdf },
}

[SK05b]

PDF BIB


Model checking C source code for embedded systems

Bibtex entry:

@techreport { SK05b,
  author = { Schlich, Bastian and Kowalewski, Stefan },
  title = { Model checking C source code for embedded systems },
  booktitle = { IEEE/NASA Workshop on Leveraging Applications of Formal Methods, Verification, and Validation: IEEE/NASA ISoLA 2005; proceedings of a workshop held at the Loyola College Graduate Center, Columbia, Maryland, USA, 23 - 24 September 2005; with a special track on the theme of formal methods in human and robotic space exploration / National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight
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Diverse hardware platforms in embedded systems lab courses: A way to teach the differences

Bibtex entry:

@article { SWK05,  
author = { Salewski, Falk and Wilking, Dirk and Kowalewski, Stefan },  
title = { Diverse hardware platforms in embedded systems lab courses: A way to teach the differences },  
journal = { ACM SIGBED review },  
publisher = { Association for Computing Machinery },  
pages = { 70-74 },  
volume = { 2 },  
number = { 4 },  
year = { 2005 },  
address = { New York, NY },  
issn = { 1551-3688 },  
doi = { 10.1145/1121812.1121825 },  
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)16 },  
reportid = { RWTH-CONV-038218 },  
cin = { 122810 / 120000 },  
url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/160045 },  
}

Agile methods for embedded systems

Bibtex entry:

@inbook { WK05,
author = { Wilking, Dirk and Kowalewski, Stefan },
title = { Agile methods for embedded systems },
booktitle = { Extreme programming and agile processes in software engineering : 6th international conference, XP 2005, Sheffield, UK, June 18 - 23, 2005 ; proceedings / Hubert Baumeister ... (ed.) },
publisher = { Springer },
pages = { 319-320 },
volume = { 3556 },
series = { Lecture notes in computer science },
year = { 2005 },
address = { Berlin [u.a.] },
doi = { 10.1007/11499053_66 },
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)7 },
reportid = { RWTH-CONV-099898 },
cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/88301 },
}

[WR05]


Realtime Object Recognition Using Decision Tree Learning

Bibtex entry:

@inproceedings { WR05,
author = { Wilking, Dirk and Röfer, Thomas },
title = { Realtime Object Recognition Using Decision Tree Learning },
booktitle = { RoboCup 2004: Robot Soccer World Cup VIII / Daniele Nardi ... (ed.) },
publisher = { Springer },
pages = { 556-563 },
series = { Lecture notes in computer science : Lecture notes in artificial intelligence },
year = { 2005 },
address = { Heidelberg [u.a.] },
doi = { 10.1007/978-3-540-32256-6_52 },
typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
}

C Model Checker: Eine Übersicht

Bibtex entry:

```latex
@inbook { SK04,
  author = { Schlich, Bastian and Kowalewski, Stefan },
  title = { C Model Checker: Eine "{U}"bersicht },
  year = { 2004 },
  typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)7 },
  reportid = { RWTH-CONV-101608 },
  cin = { 122810 / 120000 },
  url = { http://publications.rwth-aachen.de/record/90178 },
}
```


Stability aspects for hollow section columns, beams and beam-columns

Bibtex entry:

```latex
@inproceedings { SG94,
  author = { Sedlacek, Gerhard and Grotmann, Dietmar },
  title = { Stability aspects for hollow section columns, beams and beam-columns },
  booktitle = { Tubular structures VI: proceedings sixth International Symposium on Tubular Structures, Melbourne, Australia, 14 - 16 December 1994 / ed. by Paul Grundy ... },
  publisher = { Balkema },
  pages = { 151-158 },
  year = { 1994 },
  address = { Rotterdam [u.a.] },
  typ = { PUB:(DE-HGF)8 },
  reportid = { RWTH-CONV-193706 },
  cin = { 311710 / 122810533000-2 },
}
```
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